
Part 2: In Central Asia 
 

LOVE 3.1 BEGINNINGS 
 

ONLY LOVE REMAINS 

Love, I cry aloud for love of you. I follow the lightning down into the earth. 
Rooted deeply, like the Tree of Ages. Like ashes from Vesuvius, blown about 
the world for a thousand years. I dance for you, like the flickering shadows of 
fires...burning in caves from the beginnings of time. My arms—the branches of 
trees, worshipping the spring. Feeling the green sap rising in me. Awaiting the 
luxuriance of our entwining. Limbs and leaves. Vines craning toward the sun. 
Things ancient and not yet born. Nightbirds and songbirds. Cuckoo clocks and 
worn medallions. In the cartography of love, where do we locate...the heart? 

 
IN CENTRAL ASIA 

Have you ever been to Central Asia…where the wind sweeps down like a 
harlot’s gown. And the bare, brown breasts of hills curse you in the dust. 
Where the rust of ancient doors implores. And turns the spittle in your 
blood to mud. Where the Great Khan buried cities like a dog his bone. 
And his Mongol’s eyes put out the light, and poured the night into the 
cup of learning…and earning… and yearning…for anything more than 
peace. And men no longer live by trust or a word. Or anything heard; 
except the faint sweet smell of life. And a wife…in the Garden of A-l-l-a-h. 

 
And the grape, in the shape of the egg, calling me in the dust. From the 
dust of resurrection through some archaeologist’s inflection, of a tongue 
that utters sand, in the bland cacophony of heaven—where there are no 
tongues. Have you ever been to Central Asia…where the mountains stand 
like Herod’s crown, in the brown humility of night? And the light, like a 
nipple of phosphorous, bruised against the bearded cheek of time, burned 
brightly… whitely. And then…went out! 



IMAGES OF KABUL 

(From a letter to relatives, dated 7 November 1961). Last Friday, I climbed 
one of the hills of the city. More like a mountain, its ridge rose like the 
spikes of a stegosaurus frozen in time…stretched out along a winding 
wall of baked mud and stone dating back some 800 years to the time of 
Mahmud of Ghazni. Mahmud: the first great Moslem ruler of Central 
Asia. And like most rulers of the times, he moved between two worlds. 
One existed for plundering and burning cities to the ground. The other 
for high culture. Whose court at Ghazni hosted the polymath Al-Biruni— 
scientist, historian, geographer; and the Persian poet Firdausi, whose 
Shahnamah stands today one of the great epics of world literature. All 
that remains in Ghazni is a giant tin dome—to mark the glory and the 
desecrations. 

We approached our climb thru an old part of the city; threading 
labyrinthine passageways of baked mud and straw, past gouged wooden 
doors blackened by time, and up the hill to a place overlooking this relic 
of a town. From here, we could see the tops of walled houses revealing 
veiled women—sewing, sweeping, beating laundry, plucking a flower… 
and waiting for the moon. 

A JEWISH CHRISTIAN MOSLEM 

Like most Afghans, Rahim was born a Moslem. Not that he cared 
much about religion. What he did care about was flying. And being a bright 
adventurous young man, he became a pilot. 

With Aryana, the Afghan airline, that flew, among other routes, from 
Kabul to London. The line started operating three years before I arrived 
(several years before the Russians, and before the Loonies came to lunch). 

The inaugural flight, as people tell it, was a piece of work. The king was 
there (Afghanistan had a king at the time). The stands were filled with wagon 
loads of ambassadors and la crème de la crème. The plane took off, circled twice 
around the field, and plowed right into a mountain.  

Anyhow, Rahim became chief pilot on the Kabul-London route. During 
one of his layovers in London, he met a young lady. He saw her on the next 
flight and the one after that. They fell in love and decided to get married. 

There was only one hitch: she was Christian. Not fanatic. But serious 
enough that she wouldn't marry someone who wasn't. 

So here was Rahim with this problem: the love of his life and she won't 
marry him because he's Moslem. He had two choices: give her up, or convert. 
Which was no big deal, since he didn't care any more about Christianity than 
he did about Islam. At all events, he went through the motions and was now 
Rahim Ghaffar—Christian Moslem. 

••••••••••••• 
 



As things would have it, it didn’t quite work out, for whatever reasons 
things don't quite work out. And they went their separate ways. 

••••••••••••••• 
About a year later, Rahim was laying over in London and he met 

another young lady, whose name was Sonya. Bright, pretty, and zoftick. After 
a while, they fell in love and decided to get married. There was only one 
problem: Right, she was Jewish, and she wouldn't marry someone who wasn't. 

Rahim was in a pickle. What was he to do? He had two choices: forsake 
the love of his life. Or convert. He was no more turned on by Judaism than he 
was by Islam or Christianity. But he was definitely turned on by Sonya. So he 
bit the bullet, and became Jewish. 

He was now Rahim Ghaffar, perhaps the only one of his kind: a Jewish 
Christian Moslem. 

As things would have it, the marriage didn't quite work out—though 
at this point, Rahim was probably one of the most eligible men in the world: 
being acceptable to the faithful of three major religions. 

          ••••••••• 
A while before I left Afghanistan, Rahim switched off the London run, 

and was put on the newly introduced service to Bangkok. We lost touch. But 
you know what they say...about those lovely Buddhist ladies...in Bangkok. 

 
 

                                      Y        V       Z 
 

THE COLORS OF LOVE 

Did you know that of all the books in the ancient world—from Greece and 
Rome and the early Medieval monasteries—none were written on paper? 
Paper, of course, was invented in China around the first century (BC, AD, AC, 
DC, take your choice). And it took over a thousand years for it to reach Europe. 
The invention was carried on the Silk Road thru Central Asia, to Baghdad, and 
on to Cairo. One of the great emporiums along the route—was the fabled city of 
Samarkand, which became a center for the production of excellent papers that 
were exported to the rest of the Islamic world. 

To make what was called “Chinese paper,” a few drops of henna were 
added. And different-colored papers were used to express different moods: 
dark blue for mourning, red for gaiety, pink for love, pale yellow for sympathy. 
turquoise for sadness. 

Here is a selection of letters, from the Magic Library, that gives you an 
idea of how it all worked. This one was written from one friend to another, 
on the occasion of them having been separated for a year: 

 
 



My Dear Friend, 

This place in which I dwell—and to which I have been sent by my father for business-- 
has become a weariness. Oh, there are delicacies–both culinary and human. 

 
But how can I replace the companionship that we have known together: Our 
hunts for leopards and gazelles; sipping wine of an evening as we watched 
starlings streak across the moon; ruminating in the bazaar for ancient medallions. 
And our conversations, that ranged about the world: of dhows beating down the 
coast of Africa--en route to Zanzibar and Mombassa; returning with Nubians 
maidens, saffron and ivory. Ah, what imaginings we shared together. Of caravans 
from Palmyra and Sinope, with wondrous goods and wondrous tales--of races that dwell 
in caves and dress in the skins of animals. And whose chattel lay eggs as large as horses. 

So that finding myself in this dry and rock-strewn land, I can not but hope 
that my father's will shall be done–that I may conclude his affairs before too 
long, and once again rejoin you in the contemplation and indeed the experience 
of greater delectations--both of the spirit and the flesh. 

Your boon companion, Ishtar



Here’s another—on pink paper of the most delicate hue—from a man 
to his belovéd. Perhaps a poor poet, whose song was not beguiling 
enough to balance the meagerness of his purse. Who knows what 
became of him? Or what lay hidden in the lady's heart? 
 

Light of the Moon, 

I wander like a blind man in a desert, without your moonface to guide 
me through the dark night. Since your departure to Hamadan, my arms 
caress the shadows, imagining the shape of you cast upon a curtain. 
A curtain touched by a breeze that effaces your trembling silhouette. 

 
I breathe the sweet scent of you in the fragrance of the lavender and 
narcissus, and in the purple mist of the saffron crocus. I dare not allow 
myself to dream of roses. 

 
The lady of the manor concedes her affections to the doves and pigeons 
that seek her offering in the garden–settling on her wrists and shoulders 
to receive a grain of nourishment. And I can see her there, smothered in a 
pillowed cloud of wings and feathers. But to me, the pavilions of the emirs 
and the caliphs, the Hanging Gardens of Babylon–are all a desolation. 

 
The hot shamal of summer blows across the northern hills, darkening the 
sky to the horizon. And I think: how far is my journey to the dust. How 
long until I find again–if ever–a grain of sustenance in your arms. 

Your devoted slave, Ahmed 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



And here—a final letter—this time in white ink on paper of dark blue, 
signifying mourning and condolence. Though the paper, in some vague 
way, seems underlayed with flecks of…pink:  

 

     Dear Uncle, 

I  cannot  help but  grieve  for  the loss  of  your belovéd   Karima. 
How long had she tended you, in sorrow and in...joy. 

 
How well I remember, after the untimely death of my parents, how you 
took me under your roof–I was little more than a child–and treated me 
better even than your own daughter. Nay, almost more like a wife. How 
you would walk with me through the garden. How you would stroke my 
hair and console me when I spoke of my dear departed mother. How you 
would run your hand along my cheek and down my neck. How you would 
sit me on your knee and rehearse to me tales of wonder and adventure. I 
remember till today the solace you bestowed upon me. 

 
And at night, when I was put to bed, and after the maidservant had 
departed, you would quietly enter the room, and thinking me asleep, 
stroke my hair and whisper my name. I can hear your voice even now 
as I have ever heard it: Nuradin, Nuradin. What a game it was: both 
pretending I was asleep. Oh, how it excited me. 

 
Though it has been many years, I still remember how you looked in your 
embroidered gowns–white as falcons' wings, with their dark brown 
piping. And though the rich blackness of your beard by now has surely 
turned to gray, I know that you could not look less regal than you did. 

 
Do let me know if you would like to receive me. From the vicissitudes 

of life, I have become a free women–mistress of my own time and destiny, 
within the compass of Allah's Will. Perhaps you will sit me on your knee 
once more. And we will see what blossoms forth. 

Your Nuradin 



LOVE 3.2 NOONTIDE 
 

THE DANCE OF DEATH 

Dance the dance of death—but gracefully, my love, whence comes the moment 
we are reborn among the stars. Glance the glance of death, but gracefully, my 
love; lest it repay you with the gift of stone: Medusa’s kiss—the shapely pillar 
that was once Lot’s wife. Who has never dreamed at the ending of the dance, 
that life would not spring forth, anew. Reborn, from the bones of a million 
children, hammered to pieces, on the anvils of war. Let us anoint each other, 
once again, with the blind dumb ecstasies of love. And if we but hold fast, 
reconsecrate, it will bloom forever, in that secret place, until it bursts forth, 
for all the world to see. 

 
THE GLORIOUS CONSUMMATION 

At the time, I was living in Kabul—7,000 feet up, in the Hindu Kush. 
I was 26. Kay was 43, and…never been kissed. We were working at the 
university. She was sweet: tall, freckle-faced, sandy-haired. Dressed in 
salvation-army modern. Anyhow, we started seeing each other. 

It developed slowly: lunches at the Khyber Restaurant—watching the 
nomads tether their camels at the railing by the curb. Afternoon tea. Then 
dinners—at her place. 

Months passed. Two, three, four. We grew closer. One evening, we 
were sipping tea around a late October fire in her living room. Already winter 
had started tickling the thighs of the trees and blowing on the night breezes. 
It was then that she told me her strange story. 

About the religious sect her mother had belonged to, somewhere in 
the Midwest. Once you committed yourself, they made all the decisions. Like 
who you married. If you went against the elders, you would spend the next 
few incarnations roasting on a spit. And that's where it all started. Or ended. 
Unfortunately, Kay's mother fell in love with someone beyond the pale. And 
what was worse, they got married.  

For some reason, her husband was never allowed to join the elect. 
Maybe he chose not to. And Kay's mother never quit. One of Kay's more vivid 
childhood memories was her father sleeping on the couch in the sun room, 
which became his permanent place. 

Kay was also recruited into the sect at an early age and stayed on until 
she turned 20 or 21. By that time, she realized there was something strange 
going on. But by then, the damage was done. 

 
Days passed and we were spending more and more time together. 

Touching. Kissing. Almost like twelve-year-olds. Things began to simmer. 
Then to bubble...as we drifted into late November, and the Himàlayan winter 
began its relentless march across the horizon. We both knew it was coming. 



Finally, the night arrived. The night of the glorious consummation. 
We sat around the fire, on the first floor of Kay's house. Just above was the 
bedroom. Afghan homes are built of mud brick. Which is important, as 
you'll see in a moment. As the wind whipped across the windows, we 
pushed closer together, sipping tea and kissing, fondling, caressing. Me         
and my 43 year old virgin. 

"Let's go upstairs," I said. 
"All right, dear," Kay said demurely. 
I took her hand, which was trembling slightly, and we climbed the 

stairs to the bedroom on the second floor. The only heat was a tiny wood stove 
at the far end of the room. I fed it one or two small logs and we slid into bed. 

We lay under the quilt as I removed Kay's clothing. Slowly, one garment 
at a time, so as not to set her off; allowing the stove to warm the room as best it 
could. Then I quickly got undressed, and we began rubbing together. 

Kay was getting warmer. And moister. I eased myself into her. Gradually 
I felt myself getting hotter. And hotter. The sweat started pouring down my 
face. This was crazy. Kay was a sweet lady, but she was nobody's sex goddess. 
And the wood stove in the far corner could barely warm a pair of slippers.  

But there we were, joined together, heading toward the glorious 
consummation. I was on fire. My body covered with sweat. Finally I couldn't 
take it. I threw off the covers, jumped out of bed, and peered under the 
bedframe. 

The flames had eaten through the mud bricks of the fireplace and 
had ignited the floorboards of the bedroom. The bed caught fire and half 
the room was eaten away before we could get the fire department. 

 
Poor Kay! God had consigned her to the flames for her moment 

of transgression. 
 

Kay left for America about a month later. Given the shock and the 
packing, we never did recapture that magic moment. I didn't see her again. 
But for all I know—and I hope I'm wrong—Kay never did attain the Glorious 
Consummation. 



LOVE 3.3 TWILIGHT 
 

THE TWO HALVES OF ETERNITY 
The sands have run their course. The glass is shattered. Leaving me to wonder 
if I ever knew what mattered. One half of you is poetry. The other half is hell. 
And in our madness, half the time, we could not even tell…which was which 
was which. So rich a brew we stirred. Drawing from it here a word…that thrilled. 
There a word that killed. Never knowing which one would arise: two hands 
that together touched eternity. Or claws that, sunken deep, plucked out our eyes. 

 
THERE ARE TWO KINDS OF……. 

One of the ways we like to think is that there are two kinds of things. You 
know: good and bad, Xs and Ys. Take, for example, people. How many two 
kinds of people can you think of? How about these, for openers: 

 
People kill themselves for one of two reasons: either because they’re not 
Marilyn Monroe or Ernest Hemingway. Or because they are. 

 
As Oscar Wilde once said: “I like women with a past and men with a future.” 

 
Chuckers and hoarders. You never know which is worse: a chucker married 
to a hoarder. A hoarder married to a hoarder. Close your eyes and try to 
picture the results. Which kind are you? 

 
Those who talk about it don’t know, and those who know—don’t talk 
about it (an old Taoist proverb). 

 
It’s easy to think in terms of black and white. But don’t forget the grey 
matter in between. 



LOVE 4.1 BEGINNINGS 
 

I FELL IN LOVE WITH YOU 

I fell in love with you. With all the things you've never done. Your days of 
hiding from the sun. The races that you've never won. I fell in love with you. 
With all the roads you've never taken. With all the dreams that you've 
forsaken. With all that still is unawakened. I fell in love with you. With all 
your tremulous tomorrows. With all the things a person borrows. With all 
the sweetness and the sorrows. I fell in love with you. With all the tears and 
all the laughter. And whatever follows after. With all the wrongs and all the 
right. With all the darkness and the light. All I know is what I feel. That this 
love of mine is real. And stronger than a bar of steel. I fell in love with you. 

 
COME AS YOUR SECRET SELF 

Halloween, in Kabul. We were three men living in a large two-story house… 
far from home. So we decided to give a costume party. What would other 
people be thinking on an occasion like this: “Where would I rather be? Who 
would I rather be? What or when would I rather be? Myself? Someone else? 
In the 16th century? Some place else?” But then, what could be more exotic 
than the now: living 7,000 feet up, in this strange unfathomable land, in a 
house surrounded by mountain peaks. With bearded men in turbans 
everywhere. And women in chaudris. With oxcarts and camels. And a 
sprinkling of Mercedes crawling out of yesterday and into tomorrow. 

To make it brief, we decided to give a costume party. The motif: 
Come as your Secret Self. Everybody has one…tho we don’t always admit 
it. Sometimes we don’t even know who it is…until it comes out in some 
unlikely way, or time, or place. And then—depending on who or what was 
lurking inside—you expand like a boa. Or shrivel up, like a popped balloon. 
Or go about with that enigmatic look on your face that says: “Do you know 
who I am. Who I really am? I’m not sure I do. Or perhaps I know for the first 
time—now that I looked in the mirror...and saw…someone else’s face.  
 Six p.m., the guests began arriving. The only price of admission was a 
costume. And there slowly trickled in—a procession of Groucho Marxes, 
little girls with braids and overalls and apple cheeks, masked musketeers, 
and a collection of types from central casting. We had invited a variety of 
people from the international community, tho Afghans were not allowed to 
attend such affairs (Don’t corrupt the natives). 

There was dancing downstairs. Snacks and conversation upstairs. 
We even fitted out a dimly-lit secret-self room, with potted palms, cushions— 
some of beautifully embroidered xarjin (donkey bags)— and candles that 
threw lugubrious leaf-shapes on the walls. The moon—riding high above 
the Hindu Kush—threw its moonshadows down along the mountains; 
turning them to silver. 



 
A half hour on: the door burst open and in flowed a giant paper 

dragon—probably 15 feet long. And under it, a dozen people—swaying 
it this way and that. 

One of the guests was Monroe Cohen, who, in trying to decide on 
a costume, chose that great scourge of Central Asia—Genghis Khan. 
Someone promptly dubbed him Genghis Cohen. I decided to wear a coarse 
camel robe and a turban—things I had bought in the bazaar. Plus a pistol 
from the Afghan wars of the mid-19th century, that I had picked up in a local 
antique shop for three dollars. I came as an Afghan pirate. 

“You know, Steven,” said Peter Morris from USAID (the US Agency 
for International Development), “when you’re working in a country with  
such a different culture, you try to learn as much as you can about the 
customs. But sooner or later, you’re bound to step in it. I’ve got a guy working 
for me—Abdul—who’s really good. I mean—indispensable. You know the 
custom about Moslems using their left hand to wipe themselves. Which makes 
the left hand a taboo. Anyhow, I was talking to him the other day. And I said 
to him: ‘Abdul, I don’t know what I’d do without you. You’re like one of my 
hands.’ And he glared at me and said: ‘Which hand?’”  
 
 Still, people try to say the right thing. They memorize a few phrases. Of 
course, not everyone has an ear for language. For example, the phrase for how 
are you, in Persian, is chatorasti? (c-h- as in cheese). The word for camel is 
shator (s-h- as in ship). And of course, some well-meaning foreigners wound 
up greeting their Afghan acquaintances with shatorasti (“You’re a camel.”); 
which, to say the least, did not endear them to their host. 

 
Half-way thru the party, we were running low on ice. And I decided 

to walk one of the guests to her nearby house. We had gotten about 50 feet 
when a green jeep pulled up, and three soldiers jumped out with automatic 
rifles, pointed directly at my chest. 

My Farsi (Persian) was still pretty basic. But I tried one of those 
just-in-case phrases I’d managed to learn: “Man amricaiastom” (“I’m an 
American”). Their faces dropped. They lowered their rifles, climbed into 
the truck…and left. There’s such a thing as fitting in too well. 

 
     38 DOUBLE D 

Some time after Kay left, I met another young lady—a big buxom 
blond from the American Embassy. We had been seeing each other for a while, 
and decided to drive from Kabul to New Delhi in my Volkswagen bug. At the 
time, the exchange rate for Indian rupees was 7.5 to the dollar—officially. The 
black market rate in Kabul ran 15 to 1. 

The only problem was: if they caught you smuggling rupees over the 
border, they could confiscate your car. Was it worth the risk? If we bought two 



thousand dollars worth of rupees, it would give us 15,000 more than the official 
rate. Which would come pretty close to a free trip. We decided to risk it. 

The next question was "How?" We asked around. Several people had 
been stopped at the Indian border and had their cars stripped. Others had had 
their luggage searched, even the lining of their suitcases slit open and examined 
by overzealous customs inspectors. This was becoming a challenge. We needed 
something really creative.  

 
We thought of one thing, then another. Put them in my Stetson? It was 

summer time. Hide them in my boots? Who wears boots when you're driving 
1500 miles? Hide them in the guidebook? The bank notes were too big; they 
hung out over the edges. Nothing seemed to fit. 

 
I was looking at my lady one afternoon when inspiration struck. Why 

not stash them in her brassiere? Like I said, MaryAnn was well-stacked. But 
not that well-stacked. Actually she was a 38C. What we needed for 15 bulky 
bank notes in each holster was a 38 Double D. Which isn't easy to find. 

We asked around, as discretely as possible. Finally, MaryAnn located 
a secretary at the American embassy, who looked like she had what we needed. 
She did. I don't know what reason MaryAnn gave her for borrowing the 
brassiere. But anyhow, we had our equipment. 

A week later, we bought our rupees in the bazaar––30 one-thousand 
rupee notes, packed our car, and headed off to New Delhi and our rendezvous 
with destiny. 

The first day, we crossed the Khyber Pass. Rounding a hillock, we came 
up on a huge sprawling fort, with the words in two-foot-high letters carved into 
its mud-brick walls: KHYBER RIFLES. The car twisted on through the mountains. 
Every now and then, there appeared a plaque of soldiers long-departed, who 
fought and died here: Swat Regiment 1893. Chitral Battalion 1884! The air was 
heavy with the ghosts of ancient warriors. 

We reached the Pak side, and checked into the Oberoi Hotel in Peshawar, 
on the Afghan-Pak border. There we met Sasha, but that's another story. The 
second night, we hit Rawalpindi, which was a five hour run to the Indian border. 

Finally, the fateful day arrived. We were awakened at 5 in the morning 
by a servant. 

"Bed tea. Bed tea, Sahib." 
We finished breakfast, packed our things, and then packed our things. 

MaryAnn was magnificent. A little too magnificent, as luck would have it. 
At long last, we reached the border. The Paks waved us through. Just 

across the line lay the small, square, grungy blockhouse of Indian customs. 



On both sides of the road stood a ring of sandbags, and inside each 
one, a 50-caliber machine gun. On the wall of the customs house read a sign: 
"Please enter and fill up forms." So we entered. 

Across the table sat a short, dark man with a toothbrush mustache 
and Groucho Marx glasses. At the sight of MaryAnn, he gulped as if he had 
swallowed a spider. 

"Namaste-ji," I said in my best Hindi. 
"How do you do," he answered, with a voice that sounded like it had 

just popped out of a cuckoo clock. "Have you anything to declare?" 
"No," we said almost simultaneously, not daring to look at each other. 
"Please fill up these declaration forms," he popped out again. 
I realized he was a mechanical man. And like most mechanical men, 

I sensed, he was wound pretty tight. 
The forms were standard: Where are you going, where are you coming 

from, how long are you staying? Do you have any cameras? Do you have any 
dollars? Do you have any...rupees? 

I tried to keep an eye on him without looking up from my paper. He 
was trying to keep an eye on MaryAnn without looking up from his. 

We handed him the declarations. 
"May I see your camera?" 
I handed him the camera. 
"You have a thousand American dollars?" 
"That's right." 
"May I see them, please." 
I handed him the money. 
"You have nothing else to declare?" 
"Nothing." 
Through the open door he said something in Hindi to the soldier, then 

turned to me. "Please unlock your car." As I went through the door, he said to 
MaryAnn : "Please, I would like to ask you some questions." 

I unlocked the car and the soldier proceeded to strip it down: the hub 
caps, the back seat, the chassis, the headlights.  

 
I turned back to the inspector's room. The door was closed. I could 

imagine him trying to strip her down: the hub caps, the back seat, the 
chassis. And the headlights. Those damn headlights. 

My first impulse was to push the door open and... and then what? The 
glint of a machine gun caught my eye. Chill out, Stefano. I stopped, turned 
around, and walked slowly…back…to the car. 

 
The soldier, in his sweat-pitted khakis, was going through the motions. 

I started counting down: ten minutes, twelve, eighteen, thirty-two. No sound 
from behind the door. Forty-six minutes. An hour. An hour and a quarter! I 
began to steam. What was that bug-eyed worm up to? An hour and a half. 



 
The door opened and out stepped MaryAnn—a little ruffled but none 

the worse for wear. 
A few minutes more and the soldier had put the Volkswagen back 

together. We climbed in without speaking and took off. 
"What happened?" 
"He couldn't take his eyes off mah rupees." 
"What happened?" 
"He made a pass at me." 
"Yea?" 
"Ah told 'im ah thought he was a very attractive meyin," she said in 

her deepest deep south. "'But mah boyfriend belongs to the Mafia. And ah'm 
afraid he maht kill you. Ah asked him to write to me—his letter should 
wahnd up somewhere in Central Asia." 

"As simple as that?" 
"Well, he did trah ta... cuddle me." 
"What happened?" 
"Ah didn't mahnd a little hug. But awl ah could think of was him 

crinkling those rupees." 
"And?"  
"Well, ah let ‘im give me a little squeeze. And ah heard a little crunch 
crunch. Ah don' t know if he heard it or not, but he gave me a funny look. 

Anyhow, ah excused myself, and...here we are. 
"Whew. That was close," I murmured, as the 50 calibers receded from 

the rear-view mirror. The moral of the story: Watch out for 38 Double D. 



LOVE 4.2 NOONTIDE 
 

I MADE LOVE TO YOU LAST NIGHT 
To rehearse your coming, I made love to you last night. It was something awful. 
I kissed your lips. And my tongue explored the cavern of your mouth. And we 
spoke obscenities. And we squeezed each other's nipples. And scratched and bit 
and licked. And I took you in the manner of the Patriarchs—on your back and 
on your belly. And we rode each other like savages. And you took me in your 
mouth. And I bowed my head between your legs. And we rocked back and 
forth until the shuddering thrill. And drank each other...hungrily. And we lay 
there like sea animals. While the wind and the sea and the sun washed over 
us. And we fell asleep, in close embrace……… I made love to you last night. 

 
THE BUDDHAS OF BAMIYAN 

We decided to visit Bamiyan—home to the most stupendous piece of 
sculpture ever created by human hands: a 180-foot standing statue of the 
Buddha, carved into a mountainside, and dating back almost 2000 years. 

The village of Bamiyan lay 60 miles—and seven hours drive—northeast 
of Kabul; along a tortuous road that wound through mountains and deserts; 
fading to a dirt track marked by an occasional cairn, or scrub, or…nothing at all. 

Several hours on, we rounded a hillock and came up against a kuchi—a 
nomad—looming down at us from a tall dusty mud-baked Bactrian camel—the 
same color as the man and his raggèd robe. 

“Dawaa. Dawaa darid?” 
I gave him what we had: a meager kit with band-aids, iodine, some 

Immodium, a small vial of antibiotics. “Bebakhshid,” I said, in my best Farsi; 
knowing it probably meant nothing to him. But he could read the helplessness 
in my face, as I could read it in his. 

 
 The valley of Bamiyan is a checkered tablecloth of green and 
wheat- colored rectangles, cut diagonally by a road flanked by poplars, 
that runs to the base of the ridge. Clustered here and there, the mud-
brick houses  of the hazaras: descendants of Genghis Khan, who have 
lived here for nearly a millennium, and have become a despised 
minority in their own land. Hazara is the Persian word for thousand; 
plucked from the time when the Mongols invaded this part of the 
world, and left behind them forts of a thousand men. Their descendants 
became the hazaras.



 
As one of the few large sheltered oases between Central Asia and 

the Kabul Valley to the south, Bamiyan was probably a caravanserai from 
ancient times. Rumour says that Zarathustra—the founder of Zoroastrianism— 
once preached here in the 7th or 8th century BC; that Shaman priests taught 
magic to the people. Lying as it does on the ancient silk route, it received 
the offerings of a dozen different races and cultures: Greek and Persian, 
Shaman and Christian, Indian and the merchant Scythians. 

 
The sight itself is like no other. The Buddha—actually there are two of 

them several hundred meters apart—is carved from a long honey-combed 
ridge of beige and white sandstone, punctuated with the caves of a thousand 
monks and hermits who have lived here across the centuries—searching for 
answers to the Mystery. Behind it in the distance, sloping ever upward, 
looms the blue-white immensity of the Hindu Kush—forever locked in  
snow and towering thousands of feet above it. 

We made our way…warily…along the crumbling passageway 
carved into the ridge. One misstep and you are in eternity. Pausing for 
breath. Trying not to look down. In what seems like forever…And 
suddenly you’re there. Stepping out almost 200 feet high, onto the 
Buddha’s head. You move with terrific slowness…catlike…inches at a 
time; in no great rush for Nirvana. Reaching the crown, you gaze off 
across the valley, that has sheltered pilgrims, merchants, and wanderers, 
from the blizzards and the sandstorms; a valley that 2000 years ago 
offered a different vision of god; a vision too gentle to survive the 
murderous certainties of other faiths, in the way that god has become— 
in equal measure—a reason for loving…and a reason for killing.  

In its day—almost 15 centuries ago—the statue was covered with 
gold leaf, as the Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Tsang describes in his memoires. 
And entering from across the valley, as we did, after the endless miles of 
desolations, you are engulfed by the lush greenness of its offerings. And by 
another sun of man…as the son of man is man itself…the sun refracting 
from the sculpture, to spread its golden benediction across the valley; 
touching everything that lives; touching, warming, sheltering, embracing. 

 
---------------------- 

By the 11th century, Bamiyan had come under the Muslim kings of 
Afghanistan. In revenge for the death of his grandson, Genghiz Khan in 1224 
destroyed every living thing in the valley, which reverted…slowly…to its 
beginnings—as a caravanserai—tho the Buddhas remained untouched, 
except for the fatal embrace of nature, that calls all things back. 

 



 
In March 2001, the Taliban destroyed the statues—a World Heritage Site— 
using mortars, tanks, and rockets. In their offering to Allah? Or was it... to 
Iblis?*. 

 

*To Muslims, Iblis is the Deceiver; or, a being that for want of a better word we call 
the Devil. 

 

 

 

Bamiyan Valley. Photo Darian



ALONG THE SILK ROAD   

The thread that runs thru Central Asia, from its beginnings—unto the end 
of its days—is the Silk Road: the first major contact between east and west 
in the history of the world. It was, as one scholar put it: “the most significant 
connecting link between peoples and continents that has ever existed on earth.” 

 
The ancient Silk Route began in the Chinese capital of Xian, which we’ll 
visit on our wandering. It then splintered into several roads—sometimes 
little more than dirt tracks—that ran westward across the great brooding 
deserts—the Gobi and the Taklamakan—to converge at Kashgar—the last 
major trading center before the towering Tien Shan mountains that 
separated China from the wilds of Central Asia. 

 

 
After winding its way thru mountain passes, it reached the great emporiums of 
Samarkand and Bukhara; to Merv; and after many twists and turns, arrived to 
Baghdad. Then on to Tyre on the Mediterranean. And finally by ship to Rome or 
Alexandria. All in all, a journey of 6,000 miles––a quarter of the way around 
the equator. Along this route traveled merchants and missionaries, pilgrims



and prostitutes, scholars and scoundrels--and wanderers of every kind. And 
with them came all the goods and ideas of the known world. Along this route, 
the emissaries of all the great world-religions carried their messages to the 
farthest ends of the earth. 

 
Today, in the ruins of long-vanished oasis settlements, Nestorian (Christian) 
chapels stand side-by-side with Buddhist temples. Remains of wooden 
documents speak of ancient Indian languages related to Aramaic, the 
language of Jesus. All reminders that in these caravanserais of the Silk 
Road oases, men of every passion and persuasion sat together, late into 
the night, over cups of tea; sharing their different visions of the world. 

 
To give you some idea of the strange and wayward things you might meet 
along the way, let me reach into the Magic Library, and draw out the record— 
of a merchant, Mansour Ibrahim, who regularly traveled the Silk Route. 

 

Ibrahim's Diary 
The merchant’s home, it seems, was on Lake Issyk-Kul, situated in the Tien 
Shan mountains, whose passes lead to China. From there he would travel as 
far west as Merv, which, in its day, was, after Baghdad, the second city of the 
Islamic world—a city of many races and religions. Living as he was, on the 
doorstep of the China, Ibrahim would transport many goods from the Middle 
Kingdom. On the journey westward, Ibrahim’s caravan would carry silk and 
jade, tea and spices. On return, he brought amber, furs, and honey from 
Muscovy; and metalwares from the foundries of Sidon and Palmyra. Over 
the years, he had made the journey many times, and had come to know the 
caravanserais along the way. As Ibrahim relates: 

One day, while I was in Kashgar, I was approached by Hasim ben 
Yusuf , a fellow merchant, and resident of the city. He had for me a 
strange assignment: to transport ten large vases to an agent in Merv. 
In exchange for their safe delivery, I would receive 50 pieces of gold. 
An extraordinary sum. While large, perhaps a meter in height, the vases 
had no bulk. Quite the contrary, they were delicate beyond belief, and, 
as Yusuf stressed, required utmost care. 



Our narrator quickly agreed, and provisioned his caravan with food 
and clothing, guards and drovers. A few hours before dawn, Hasim ben 
Yusuf appeared at the inn, with ten vases; each securely wrapped in many 
swaths of cotton cloth. They were then loaded into saddle bags; one vase 
on each side of the camel, so that five beasts were taken for the ten of them. 
But to let him continue: 

We left town quietly before dawn and by the morning sun, had reached 
the Tien Shan mountains, where we spent the day wending slowly over 
the Torugat Pass and on to Issyk-Kul. Next morning, after gentle sleep, 
I bid good-bye to my wife and children, and we set off—on a route that, 
by now, had become well-known to me. Yet, as any traveler may vouchsafe, 
unexpected things await one on a journey. 
 
After stops along the way–at Osh, Samarkand, Bokhara, and several 
other towns–we reached the caravanserai of Daya-Hatyn, two days march 
from Merv, and paused there for the night. Entering beneath the lofty stone 
portal, we passed into the centre court, where we dismounted our camels and 
were shown to our rooms, that overlooked the courtyard below. 

 
Following a long soak in the hammam and a scrubbing of our weary bodies, 
we descended to the refectory, where—in the course of evening, around the 
fire––I fell into conversation with another traveler, a certain Fahid Din 
from Isfahan, who had achieved renown as a potter and ceramicist. 

 
As he was discoursing on the intricacies of the ceramic art, he suddenly paused. 
Then said to me: ‘The Chinese, in their long history, have developed special 
techniques of glazing, whose secrets we have been unable to discover. For 
this reason, some of their pieces have become priceless among connoisseurs.’ 

 
My heart nearly ceased, wondering what it was that lay buried in 
the saddlebags. After some hesitation, I offered to show him one of 
the pieces that we had brought with us. 



So it was that I extracted the vase from its pouch, unwrapped it 
slowly from its swaddling, and set it before him, there by the fire. 
Fahid Din examined the piece slowly and carefully. Then, with a 
curious smile,he turned to me and said: ‘These are the jars of  
Ch’ien Lung. Their workmanship and firing have never been seen 
before.’ With that, he rose, thanked me, and excused himself. 

 
Next morning, we resumed our journey; reaching Merv at the expected 
hour. I delivered my wares to the agent, and was rewarded in the 
manner Hasim ben Yusuf had said. From there, we rested several days. 
Then, storing in less exotic cargoes, we retraced our course to home. 

 
Some time later, I chanced to be in Bokhara, where, visiting the library 
of the Emir, I sought a book of Chinese dynasties. But going through it 
slowly, page by page, I could find no reference to an Emperor by the 
name of Ch’ien Lung. 

------------------------------ 
Note: Scholars have established that according to a family genealogy, Mansour 
Ibrahim lived between 1150 and 1213. While according to Persian court records, 
the famous potter Fahid Din of Isfahan lived the ninth century. And the Emperor 
Ch’ien Lung…is known from the Chinese Annals, to have ruled between 1736 
and 1796. There is no explanation for these discrepancies. 

 
ON HISTORY, TIME, & TOMORROWS I 

The only thing safe is the past…because it is the easiest thing to change: a 
name, a date, an event, a word. And when you have the shape you want, 
just store it in the freezer, to keep it from changing. As for the present, it is 
too near to be canonized. And the future? The future belongs to the 
prophets and economists, to the madmen and the poets. 

 
“One of the dangers of imposing the standards of the present on the past— 
lies in the assumption that the purpose of the past has been to prepare the 
way for the present.” (Herbert Butterfield) 



“The course of evolution shows no more evidence of foresight than a river 
flowing to the sea” (Michael Ghiselin) 

 
“From Freud we learned that the past exists now in the person. Now we 
must learn…that the future also exists now...in the person” (Maslow). 

 
The present shapes the past and is shaped by it. The two exist in different 
degrees among different people. Some are dominated by the past—Serbs 
and Armenians, Arabs and Israelis, Iranians and Russians. Some reshape 
the past to explain or justify their present—such as the Chinese and the 
Rasputinites. Perhaps that’s the problem with Russia today: they’re stuck 
in the narrow neck of the hourglass, and really don’t know which way turn. 

 
Sure, Santayana was right when he said that those who forget their past 
are doomed to repeat it. But perhaps the opposite is even closer to the 
truth: that those who remember it are even more likely to. 

 
The Middle Ages is Always With Us: No sooner had the nightmare of the 20th 

century ended—with its murderous ideologies of Communism and National 
Socialism—than the 21st began, with others devoted to killing their fellow 
man; this time, in the name of God. Which of course brings us right back to 
the Middle Ages. 

 
“The cult of the past only leads to reaction; the old tyrannies come back 
with the romance” (Edmund Wilson) 

In the end, history is a matter of make believe: it's what you make 
someone believe, or what someone makes you believe. 



LOVE 4.3 TWILIGHT 
 

THE SECOND COMING 
 

He spoke of wondrous things—of things that never aged or died; of things 
that lived forever. Beyond the ashen embers of the sun. Of things dark and 
magical; of things without shadows, that dwelt beyond the pale declensions  
of the moon. Of vines that grew in jungles, toward the light; that wound about 
Them, crushing Them in furious embrace until Their breath fled from Them; 
leaving Them gasping and helpless; not even knowing what kind of animals 
They were. 

And then the whirlwind came, tearing at them. Brick by tear by wonder, it pried 
them apart. "It is too powerful, this coupling," whispered the gods. "It threatens 
our existence. Let us separate them." And they deformed him— laid upon him 
things of ugliness. Inconstancies; things of the flesh. Things he was heir to before 
his kind existed. And they sealed him in a secret place, so that she thought him 
dead. But it refused to die. It looked elsewhere, finding shadows, taking comfort, 
stealing pleasures. Until it rose up and called to them. And they knew there would 
never be another sound that they could answer to, for all their lives. It called them, 
and they had to go. 

CUBA SHMOOBA 
 

I spent three years in Afghanistan—1961 to ’64, before the loonies came to 
lunch. It had a king then. Two years before I arrived, the queen appeared in public 
without her veil—an invitation to enter the 20th century. And they almost made it. 

I remember at the end of my tour, I had saved a few dollars, and decided 
to go on to Switzerland to study French. No one had ever heard of Afghanistan 
then. And someone asked me: “What’s Afghanistan like?” The best description 
I had heard at the time was that Afghanistan was rushing madly—into the 14th 

century. I guess they still are.  
 
Then came the communists. And after them, the Taliban. By the way, the 
reason they’re called the Taliban is because they ban everything. At least, for 
women. 
 
Evidently they never knew that without a woman, Mohammed never would 
have succeeded, since it was his wife, Khadijah—a wealthy business woman— 
who made it possible for Mohammed to follow his spiritual calling. 

Anyhow, it was the evening of the French Club party, celebrating 
Bastille Day. A few days earlier, a lady friend of mine had arrived from 
America on a visit. And we decided to attend the party. She happened to 
be black, which, as you’ll see in a moment, was relevant to our story. 



It was at the party that I met Oleg Agronoff—Second  Secretary of 
the Russian Embassy. I introduced him and his wife to Joan, my lady friend. 
And we shared a word or two and a vodka or two. And that was that. Or so 
I thought. 

A while later, after my lady friend had left, I got a call from Oleg, 
inviting me to dinner at their house. At the time, I was seeing Mary Anne, 
my blond secretary from the U.S. embassy. And we ate pirogis…and drank 
vodka. And we ate borsh…and drank vodka. And we ate stroganoff… and 
drank vodka. And drank vodka. And drank vodka. 

“Stepan,” Oleg said. “I confess: One of the reasons I get to know you… 
was…seeing you at Bastille Day party with black lady…I said to myself: ‘Ah, 
at last. An American who is not prejudice.’” 

I sloshed back at him: “Not all Americans are prejudiced.” 
By this time, I was standing at one end of the room [,] and Oleg, his 

wife Lena, and MaryAnn, at the other. I was bombed out of my gourd, and 
couldn’t give a damn about black, white, blue, green, or purple people. 
So I proposed a toast: “To all the colors or the rainbow.” 

I raised my glass, and—thinking no one was watching—I threw the 
drink over my shoulder. They all stared at me like I had two heads; which 
was pretty much how I felt. 

“Sorry,” I mumbled apologetically. “That’s how they do it in the movies.” 
---------------------- 



One time, I dropped by Oleg’s house for a cup of tea. It was shortly 
after the Cuban missile crisis had erupted, and Prime Minister Khruschev 
was waving his missiles at President Kennedy, and Kennedy was waving his 
missiles at Khruschev. Both, as if to say, ‘mine is longer than yours.’ 

Anyhow, Lena was a gracious hostess, tho her English was not very 
good. Half-way through our second cup of tea, Oleg looked at me and asked 
very pointedly: “Stepan, what about Cuba?” 

At the time, I couldn’t care less about politics. I was a young buck of 26. 
A late developer. And here I was: living in an exotic part of the world that no 
one had ever heard of at the time. With my own house, my own cook, my own 
houseboy. And seeing this lovely lady. 

I looked at Oleg and offloaded: “Cuba shmooba.” 
Lena looked at me very confused: “Cuba shmooba?” 
Cuba shmooba? I felt like saying—it’s all about little boys trying to be 

men. And about men—acting like little boys. Murderous little boys. But I 
didn’t. I simply replied: “It’s hard to translate,” and continued sipping my tea. 

------------------------------ 
Another time—probably in a further effort to convert me—Oleg gave 

me an English translation of a Soviet novel. “Here, Stepan, is great novel. It 
gives you some idea of the kind of world we are hoping to create.” 

The book was about some poor bastard who worked in a factory— 
turning out hubcaps (Unfortunately, the Five-Year Plan called for 10 times 
more hubcaps than there were cars to use them, and so they wound up as 
flower pots and serving dishes). At the end of the book, he dies saving a 
tractor, and is praised as a hero of the Motherland. It reminded me of the 
Chinese stories—during the Great Leap Backward—of the famous night 
soil collector. Sorry to say, the book had about as much literary value. 



THE CITY OF SKULLS 

We left Bamiyan mid-afternoon. And soon realized there was no chance of 
making Kabul before dark. As a result, we decided to camp out at the base of 
Shari-Golgola—the City of Skulls—that lay high on a mesa; perhaps an hour 
off the road home, judging from the rough map I had brought. As luck would 
have it, I had also brought a small tent, just in case. In this part of the world, 
just-in-case is the way of life. 

 
As for Shari-Golgola itself, the story is told that when Genghis Khan invaded 
this part of the world, he was unable to take the city—with its impregnable 
position high atop a ridge. As his scouts observed its people from a distance, 
they noticed that daily…many would disappear into a cave, and return with 
their buckets heavily-laden. They concluded this was how the city got its 
supply of water. They also noticed that a lovely young girl would appear 
every evening just at twilight, at the lower part of  the mountain, carrying 
her water-bucket. 

 
It was thus that the Khan sent his handsomest warrior—Subakin—to 
draw as close as possible, to catch her eye. This he did. The first evening, 
the girl looked up to see him. At once, she fled. But the next evening, 
returned; ever so cautious. Subakin was there, and glanced her way, 
almost nonchalantly. He had the eyes of a deer, and the body of a wolf. 
And she was smitten. 

 
The evenings passed. And gradually he drew closer to where she was. 
Slowly, so as not to frighten her away. Eventually, they came close enough 
to touch. And from that moment, her heart was no longer hers. They spent 
what seemed like endless twilights, wrapped in marbled ecstasies. During 
which time, Subakin was able to draw from her the secret of the city’s water 
source.  
 
Once that was learned, the Khan ordered the stream dammed up. And it 
was but a matter of time before the people surrendered. The Mongols 
scaled the heights and slaughtered every living thing. From that time on, 
the place came to be known as Shari-Golgola—the City of Skulls. 

 
We arrived at twilight, just as the sun was going down behind Shari-Golgola; 
casting sun shadows across the earth below. And I could not help think upon 
the golden shadows of the sun, reflecting from the statue of the Buddha; the rays 
of one…bringing life and warmth and comfort; the other—death and desolation. 

 
After biscuits and chocolate and black tea, we fell asleep. And I dreamed 
of Subakin—and yearned to know what was in his Mongol’s heart. For it is 



there that the truth of all things lies. What passed between him and the girl— 
what began as love, and ended as death. Were there moments when he 
thought: is this a profanity: to use someone’s heart as a door to desolation? 
What did he take away with him: a memory, a conquest, laughter; a guilt that 
would never leave him until the Blue Wolf and the Everlasting Sky called him back. 
Who can say? 

 
THE HEAD AND THE HEART 

Connect with the heart and the head will follow. 
 

In choosing a mate, sometimes you play it by head, sometimes 
you play it by heart. And you realize one thing: there are no rules. 

 
We are all born prematurely—we all have underdeveloped hearts. 



 

LOVE 5.1 BEGINNINGS 
 

A WELCOMING 

Come enter, love. The doors and windows of my heart open wide to 
receive you. And light is everywhere, in golden pools, and endless. As 
if Joshua had returned, to keep the sun from setting. The sweetness of 
your coming surrounds me. Things hoped and prayed for. Things licit 
and delicit. Things sepia and gray. The colors of songbirds. The sound 
of flutes, swirling upward, from the violet mists of our desires. Waiting 
for the world to be reborn. An endless gestation. And suddenly, it looms 
before us. Belovéd shadows washed in sunlight. We step lightly, thru 
the portals of the past. Across the threshold. Into a tremulous tomorrow. 
With the sweet sad joyous knowing voice...of love. 

 
SASHA AND THE MAHARAJA 

Sasha was manager of the Oberoi hotel in Peshawar—the last stop in 
Western Pakistan before the Hindu Kush and the wilds of Afghanistan. Oberoi, 
as you may know, runs a string of 5-stars that stretches from Aswan to Tahiti. 

One's first impression of Sasha was—fat. So fat his stomach hung down 
over his belt. Fat...and irresistible. With beetle brows and a courtly Viennese 
accent. He was probably the best manager of anything in a thousand miles. 
At least of any hotel. Voluble, charming, and completely devoted to the well- 
being of his guests. 

At the time—back in the 60s—Peshawar was not exactly the omphalos 
of the world. In fact, it was lower down the anatomy; filled as it was with 
horse traders, mountain tribesmen, and of course, soldiers. 

It had the feel of a garrison town. 
Since there was no real social scene in Peshawar, foreigners made their 

own. Sasha's life centered around the hotel and entertaining his guests. 
So it was that we found ourselves sitting around the table in his 

quarters, drinking arak, and listening to his tales of 30 years’ hotel life in 
India and on the frontier.   

"I was managing an Oberoi hotel in Delhi," he explained. "It was in '47, 
during the partition, and people were hacking each other to pieces: Sikhs 
killing Moslems, Moslems killing Hindus. They were dropping like flies. 
As you know, Oberoi prides itself on its service. Whatever a guest wants, 
we try to get it for him. But it was very difficult. Electricity was out. 
Deliveries interrupted. A bullet even shattered one of our windows.” 

He stopped to fill our glasses with arak. 
"There was a party of English at the hotel. Trapped. And I knew—the 

only thing to make them happy was a big supply of gin and tonics. We had 
the gin. We had the tonic. We had the limes. But no ice cubes. And you 
cannot have gin and tonic without ice cubes. 



"I telephoned the ice company to send a truck—fast as possible. Now 
the ice company is about 10 minutes away. After half hour and no ice truck, 
I telephoned again.” 

"’Sahib, the truck left 20 minutes ago,’" said the ice-wala. "The driver 
must have been waylaid." 

"Waylaid or not," said Sasha, "viy must haf ice cubes" 
So off they went in the hotel car, Sasha and the driver—detouring 

around the bodies, overturned bullock carts, and the charred wreckage of 
burned-out vehicles. 

It took about 40 minutes to reach their destination. A new ice truck was 
loaded up and Sasha accompanied the driver, to ensure the delivery arrived 
safely. 

"It vas like your Wild West," he said, lugubriously. "But instead of horses, 
we had cows and bullocks. We even had to detour around a dead camel." 

He sat back, wiped his forehead with a big red handkerchief...and took 
a sip of arak. "We managed to reach the hotel, with the bullets whizzing around. 
Just as we stopped, someone plugged my driver through the head. Still, we did 
get the ice inside. And I was able to serve our guests their gin and tonics.”  

 
   But Sasha's best story was about him and the Maharaja. Evidently, 

Sasha had a reputation in Delhi, as someone who could hold his liquor. 
One day he was sitting in his office when the door opened and in came 
a man in white padded jacket, with gold braid and buttons. He introduced 
himself as the Maharajah of Saripur. 

"I have heard you are the best drinker in Delhi," said the maharaja. 
"I enjoy a good viskey now unt zen," Sasha answered modestly. 
"No, no, no," insisted the maharaja. "I have been told you can drink 

more than any man and still stand up." 
"No. Not really," Sasha demurred. 
Now in order to understand this guy, you need a short briefing on 

maharajas. Before the British took over around 1800, they had it all: palaces, 
elephants, dancing girls. The next 150 years, the Brits gradually undercut 
their power. And after independence, the Indian government pensioned 
them off with a very modest purse. So they were left with very little to do 
and not much money to do it with. Naturally, they couldn't do any work. 
And after the polo ponies and the sapphires ran out, about all they could 
do was drink. 

"Yes," the maharaja pressed on. "Your reputation is too well-established. 
I have come here especially to challenge you to a drinking contest." 

"But I must attend to my work," Sasha protested. 
"This is Sunday morning. You are working the rest of the day?" 
"No." 
"Then it is settled. I will return in an hour and we will start. We will 

play for 5,000 rupees.” 



As soon as the maharaja left, Sasha rushed into the kitchen. "Schnell, 
schnell," he shouted to the kitchen man, "bring me a bottle of olive oil. Kvik!" 

The kitchen man returned with the olive oil, and Sasha proceeded to 
drink it, an ounce at a time. "If you are going to drink a lot," he explained, "it 
will help to coat your stomach." 

After an hour, the maharaja returned, with his retainer. The name 
of the game was cognac. 

They sat at a small mahogany table in the conference room: Sasha 
and the maharaja. The servant sat in a cane chair in the corner. 

Sasha poured the first glass. They toasted, and tossed it down. The 
maharaja poured the second. And so it went. 

The first bottle disappeared in about 20 minutes. The second in about 
30. The maharaja in about an hour and a half. Towards the end of the third 
bottle, the maharaja had to begun to fade: his eyes went in and out of focus, 
he started sloshing his drink. Finally, he passed out under the table. 

Sasha turned to the servant: "I guess viy have von zee bet," he said. 
The servant was frantic. Together they pulled the maharaja out from 

under the table and dragged him to his car. And that was the end of it. Or 
so Sasha thought. 

Nearly six months later, Sasha was inspecting the salad in the kitchen, 
when a voice behind him said: "If I knew you had drunk that olive oil, I never 
would have paid you the wager." 

Sasha wheeled around. There was the maharaja, in his white jacket, 
with one of the buttons missing, and the gold braid fraying badly. 

 
THE SUNLESS CENTER OF CREATION 

The spirit presses out the shape of me like an amoeba. Cow-uttered 
contours stretched but never breaking, short of children multiplying. 
I become an hourglass divided into two and two, and too too many mes. 

 
And thru that flameless fission husk my atoms off to battle with those nameless 
mirrors splintered on some back street of the moon, who rush together, 
jingling like a chain that fists me link over wonder; proton pure, thru the 
walls of willow-woven wilderness. 

Crackling like a branch I go. Free at last. Out among the ill-illumined diamonds; 
shells of emeralds guttering on the fields of Mercury. The ruby in the sun calls 
to me alone, in its golden voice. And dangling from the helmsman's chain, the 
peacock's eye seas me thru the waters, to the dazzling sunless center of creation. 



LOVE 5.2 NOONTIDE 
 

IN THE END 
 

In the end, it was endless. We knew when it began. And where. No one ever 
understands the how of it. Nor can they dare to know the midpoint, in the 
trajectory of love. Tho one may look back, when the fires have died, and the 
shadows long since faded from the sky. And all that remains are the ashes; 
falling thru our fingers like the showerings of Pompeii. And say: "It was then… 
or maybe there. Or another time. Or place. Or something that exists beyond 
them, that we can never capture with a word. 

 
For even such as these, one cannot be sure. But we must admit: there is no end. 
Not even death, or betrayal, or memory cauterized with a rod of fire. If that be 
so, the end becomes once more a beginning. A path that we must tread carefully, 
prayerfully, but yet again. A path now overlaid with thorns and the ruined 
stones of ancient temples whose names are know to us alone. Never knowing 
how close it may yet be. Fearing. Trembling. Daring. Knowing only that in that 
union, not even death would come between us. Knowing if it did, we would 
not feel its sting. For we would have tasted immortality. 



LOVE 5.3  TWILIGHT 

THE PRECIPICE 

I have fallen from the precipice. And died. Not once...but many times, in the 
decimations of our love. You have, as well, belovéd. Yet we live. It lives. It will 
not go from us. What is this thing that calls us back, back from the dead? From 
the precipice? From those bruised and brooding shadows that devour the 
moon? And all too soon, it finds its way. Escapes from the sarcophagus of 
memory. To remind us why we live, while we live, what is life. The beating of 
our hearts, like the throb of ancient drums, that boom forever, until the ecstasy 
of creation is no more. Only then will it cease to be, my love. And not before. 

 
TASHKENT, OR DRINK, DON’T DRIVE 

For those who aren’t familiar with it, Tashkent is the capital of the 
Central Asian Republic of Uzbekistan, which, along with the other Central 
Asian Republics, was once described by the Economist magazine, as 
kleptocracies (as in “Mother was a klepto”). During Soviet days, it was known 
for its musical compositions; notably the Spook Sonata, whose major theme 
was smuggling Russian spies into India. When the Soviets left, Uzbekistan 
(along with the other last -stans), exchanged one set of ringmasters for 
another. It was even rumored that the current ruler has had several of his 
political opponents boiled in oil—which while not very creative, does show 
an impressive grasp of history (a late innovation of the Holy Inquisition was to 
have heretics boiled in oil and turpentine, as a dry run for their eternity in hell). 

The country’s hero—as acknowledged by the museum dedicated to 
him—is Tamerlane: one of the most bloodthirsty figures ever to have wiped 
his blood-soaked hands across the pages of history. One of his most effective 
ways of reaching a conquered people was to leave towers of skulls as a 
warning…since TV and newspapers were not yet available. Historians record 
that he left a tower of 80,000 skulls when he sacked Baghdad. Presumably, the 
choice of national hero was dictated by the message the current ruler desired 
to impart to his people: “If don’t behave yourself, Tamerlane will get you.”  

 
I had been teaching in Tashkent on a Fulbright grant, and made the 

nearly-fatal mistake of buying a car. Nothing fancy. In fact, at the time, 
Daewoo was making a small…people’s car; a vehicle called the Tico, which 
sold for $3,000. First time out, I was driving with one of my students when a 
policeman pulled us over. Evidently I was driving without sun glasses, or 
something. 

“Let me take care of it,” Natasha said. Stepping out of the car, she 
walked briskly up to the horse-faced, mustachioed officer with his baton 
and bandolier, placed several bills in his palm, and we were on our way. 

 



The second time, I was by myself. By now, I had learned a few of the 
procedures employed by Tashkent’s finest, to entrap the unwary driver— 
like changing the directions of the street signs, or substituting one-way 
for two-ways plaques. At any rate, it was towards evening and I was feeling 
a bit devil-may-care after a long day at work. I must have taken the left- 
instead of the right tine of the fork, because when I looked up, there was 
another Tashkent Toscanini waving his baton at me. My gut reaction was: 
“To hell with ‘em,” and I sped off…quickly followed by a screaming police 
car. They pulled me over, and invited me to the police station. Seeing I 
was a foreigner, they were courteous as possible, since their only interest 
was in making some money; not in starting an international incident. 

Needless to say, I was furious, but since I couldn’t speak Uzbek, 
there was not much I could say. After a while, they gave up trying to 
communicate with me. Stalemate. So there I sat…silently for several 
minutes…until a way to protest finally dawned on me: I started getting 
undressed! Evidently, that did the trick. They flipped; gesticulating, hands 
raised in a now-now-now don’t-get-excited, it’s-a-simple-business-transaction 
kind-of-thing. By now, I was down to my undershorts. I had bluffed, and they 
obviously weren’t going to call me. At this point, the words in Uzbek—I’m 
sure—were: “Please please please.” Then to each other: “He’s a crazy. We 
have to get him out of here.”  
 
As the final scene of Act II (This play has three Acts), they handed me a 
telephone. I called another one of my students, who arrived within 
a half hour, and explained that I was a very important something-or-other, 
and they had best release me. Which is what they did. 

 
Act III. It was broad daylight. And I was driving carefully down a 

not-too-busy street when Toscanini appeared once again—about 30 yards 
away—and raised his baton, about to conduct his philharmonic philanthropy, 
when I lost it: I jumped out of the car and began shouting and cursing at 
him at the top of my lungs. He stared at me for a moment; then probably 
figured there’s an easier way to make a buck. At any rate, he turned and 
went off, looking for a more pliable victim. At that point, I thought to 
myself: If this happens again, one of two things is going to happen—I’m 
going to kill someone, or someone’s going to kill me. Neither of which 
would reflect well on my sponsor. It was then I decided to give away 
the car. 

There really is an Act IV, but we won’t go into it… 
 
 
 
 

 



SHAKUN’S LEGACY 

While working in Central Asia, I became interested in Tamerlane—as we’ve 
seen, one of the great monsters of history. And decided to spend some time in 
his capital of Samarkand. I was sitting in a library sifting thru part the huge 
collection of books on the Emperor, who, as I mentioned a while ago, was 
regarded as the nation’s hero—much as some other countries honor the 
mass-murderers who once ruled them…when I came across a translation of 
a very different kind of document. From a very different world. It was written 
by Shakún: a shaman priest more than a thousand years before. 

 
And reading it, I could feel myself being pulled back...back...back, to a time 
when this strange vision—widespread throughout the ancient world—was 
strong in men’s souls; a vision in which humans once felt themselves closer 
to the earth; or even, a part of the earth. In some ways, a vision that seemed 
so remote and antiquarian. Yet, reflecting on our ceaseless efforts to destroy 
this grain of sand we call the earth, I wondered if there was not more wisdom 
in it today than ever. It was a vision that returned in unexpected ways, and 
that helped me understand the story I listened to—years later—sitting at a 
lama’s table in Sikkim, told by a prince of Mauretania and his experiments 
with Bön—the ancient religion of Tibet. But more of that later. 

 
At any rate, I’ve included it here, in full. Take from it whatever you might 
find of value: 

Shakún’s Record 

With  the  coming of  the armies of Allah, we  have  been  driven off  to 
the margins of the world; our sacred groves destroyed, our sanctums 
decimated. Thus have I chosen this skin to write upon since we are of the 
same blood, as I desire to set down for future races, the memory of our 
Gods and of our people...when we are gone. 

 
I, Shakún, am of the Elk and the white pine. We had come—I know not 
when—from the far north, from frozen Siber, where the land was harsh, 
but the earth was good. But in its harshness, one learns from the trees 
and the animals—their ways. For their ways are the ways of the earth. 
And the earth knows no malice. Through the reindeer and the pine, God 
gave us life, gave us sustenance. And so we became one with them. 
We did not kill but to clothe or feed ourselves. 
  
In the fullness of time, we all learn to worship the things that bring 
us life. Across our days as the herds thinned, and the ice grew thicker 
on the ground, we migrated south, where the land was sweeter, more 



forgiving. And we brought with us our gods. And our love of the earth. 
And so we came to this place, of good water, and learned the settled 
habits of the people here. They were accepting. They did not seek to 
turn us to their ways. Or their Gods. And so we lived side by side, 
in peace, for many generations.  
 
For us, there are no priests or scriptures. Ours is perhaps a simple way.  
We are unlettered. Yet, we read. We read the earth and its signs—its 
 histories: what it has witnessed and endured. What it has given up 
to Time. Or taken. What it demands. Its melodies and angers. What 
it forgives and refuses to forgive. Its sweetnesses and bitterness. 
What makes it sing, or cry. What makes it laugh. What makes it 
turn away. What makes it giving. We can trace its hidden pathways, 
that rise into the air and disappear among the clouds, or down into 
the earth itself. We rejoice with it. We grieve with it. 

 
We read the ways of the animals. Their comings and goings. Their fears. 
Their fortunes and misfortunes. Their troubles and their tendernesses. 
Their anger. Their cunning and resourcefulness. Their matings. Their 
familialities. Their trackings and the things that track them. The 
places where they live. And die. The places where they hide... and 
wait. Their pleasures and their agonies. The things that they endure. 

 
We read the sky: a place that has...no history—no ends and no beginnings— 
only an ever-changing never-changing lanternlight of shapes and shadows. 
The sky is an Elder. It scolds and succors us, it bathes us and berates us. 
It is a woman, shedding tears. It is a man, hurling down his wrath. It is 
the home of birds and clouds, of winds and whisperings. It is the home 
of scents and seasons. Of all the animals that never were. It is the home 
of voices calling endlessly through time. It is the home of wanderings. 
Of passing things that always return. It is the home of smoke and firelight. 
The sky is the shape of dreams. The home of possibility. 

 
Next, we enjoin the realm of plants and trees. Of rooted things. For trees 
are the voices of the earth. They reveal its secrets. They hold discourse with 
the wind and the sky. They sleep at night, like us. They raise their arms in 
joyful benediction. They whisper. They gesticulate. They offer sustenance. 
They shed their skins. They grow wizened. 



 
Finally, there are the shadowy fields far beneath the earth; their darkened 
pathways known only to the Seers, who travel there, guiding the souls of 
the dead. Or if need be, bring back a soul that is ready to depart. In this 
way—hurrying down the couloirs of time—the Seer may peer into the 
future, even influence the course of events. But for him, it is a perilous 
journey, and must be undertaken with the help of men and animals, with 
spirits and music—especially the tambourine. Sometimes with the  
aid of magic. 

 
In these five realms lie all that is or was or ever will be. We do communion 
with these things. All there is to know, they know. All there is to see, they 
see. All there is to understand, they understand. Through time and space 
and whatever lies beyond them, they foresee. 

 
But these things were not of the lands to which we came. Their ways 
and deities were...more remote. Their books and priests and rituals— 
fixed and elaborate. More controlled, less given to the rhythms of the earth. 
The Hindus, with their thousand faces of god. The Buddhists, with their 
lonely journey to the center of Emptiness. The Christians, with their dying 
Son of Heaven. The Zoroastrians, with their God of Fire. The Manichaeans, 
with their worship of the Light. 

 
To this we brought our offering of the earth and it fullness. And in the 
softness of the days, we learned of their devotions and they of ours. 
And in this way, the trees and the animals found their way into their 
hearts. Into their songs and their depictions. They came to understand 
how all things in the five realms belonged unto one another. We are a 
part of them and they a part of us. To think otherwise is to separate 
ourselves from the stream of life. This is our offering, our simple wisdom. 

 
But the armies of Allah had no countenance with the dreams and deities 
of others. They razed their temples. Destroyed their books. Exorcised 
their priests. And so it was that people fled, or hid their faiths. Some 
received the God of the Prophet. Others feigned. Others died resisting. 
So it is that the surface of the lake grows smooth and still. But beneath 

it, things remain, in a thousand different shapes and forms. And rise up, 
with the coming of the moon. 

 



I, Shakún, enjoin you: Hold fast to the earth and the sky and all their 
creatures—the rooted and the rootless. This, in our passing, we bequeath 
to you; this our benediction. Remember us. Remember us... 



LOVE 6.1 BEGINNINGS 
 

THE RIVER 

Love flows from on high, descending serpentine from icy mountain caves. 
Cleaved by boulders in its path, it splinters, taken by the wind. Trapped in 
ox-bows of memory, it struggles to break free. To overflow its banks…and 
rejoin its destiny. Gathering strength, it courses thru the Valley of a 
Thousand Yesterdays. It disappears beneath the silted sands of childhood. 
Semenic with desire, it rushes ever onward. Knowing only that at journey’s 
end…awaits the ecstatic oblivion of the Sea. 

 
KIEV 

Blue neon domes glowing in a pomegranate sky. Gold and silver turbans 
wrapped about the cupolas of another age. From a time when men the color 
of leather thundered down upon the sacred sated cities of Christendom. 
Turning them to ashes with their mangonels and fire arrows. And in one of 
these cities, I wait, and contemplate: sundials and hourglasses, sextants and 
astrolabes. All the acolytes of time.  
And space. And I search for your face, 
among the faded ruins of mosaics 
offered to an ancient god. I lie in wait  
for shadows, that escape me, and 
disappear into the sun—the home of 
shadows. 

 
Courtesy Wikimedia Commons & Godot 13 

 
Come to me, with the apple-scented roundness of the morning. Draped in the 
gold and silver of another age. Come to me across the steppes, riding on a 
Mongol pony. And I will devour you with my fire arrows. In the flight of 
silver birds. And the chants of devotees, offered to an ancient god. Bathe me 
in sweet shadows. Walk with me through ruined cities, and I will turn them 
all to life, and the darkness into light. 



                              THE ORIGINS OF RECYCLING 

Bokhara carpets are among the most famous in the world. What 
people don’t know is that they don’t really come from Bokhara; they’re 
actually made in Turkmenistan, the country next door. In order to get the 
real thing, travelers in this part of the world—in Central Asia—often pay 
a visit to a carpet store in Turkmenistan. Buying a carpet is simple enough. 
And that’s where the fun begins. 

 
What happens next is when passing thru customs on the way out, 

the visitor may be asked to step into a room and wait…while an officer 
examines the carpet to make sure it is not a national heirloom. As you 
might guess, he usually determines that it is. At that point, the carpet is 
confiscated and deposited in a warehouse, where—every month or two— 
carpet merchants are invited to purchase them. Or in some cases to 
repurchase them—buying back their own carpets. Except for the hapless 
traveler, the system works perfectly: the government gets its cut, the merchant 
picks up a carpet at bargain-basement prices. And the next gullible Gulliver 
has the momentary joy of experiencing a genuine traditional Bokhara carpet. 

 
Since my students in Tashkent (in Uzbekistan, the country next door) 

explained the ruse to me, I decided to buy my Bokhara locally. What I didn’t 
know is that every country has its own variation of the game. After buying 
a carpet, I was told that in order to take it out, it has to be certified, at the 
museum. 

“Yes, it should not be a problem,” the museum officer said, fingering 
the carpet with an air of feigned expertise. “But first, you need to have it 
photographed.” 

“Can you do that here?” I asked. 
“Oh, no. You need to go to a photographer.” 
So it was off to a photographer, in another part of town. I paid him. 

And returned next day to the museum.  
The officer examined the photograph. I paid him and received the certificate. 

I was due to leave the country several weeks later. In addition to the 
everyday things I was bringing back, I of course packed the carpet, and one 
or two local pieces—a small metal plate engraved with camels, palm trees, 
and dancing figures curiously reminiscent of primitive cave art; in addition, 
a curved metal cup with a wooden handle, for making Turkish coffee. 

My student Natasha and one or two others accompanied me to the 
airport. “You need to give the inspector some bakshish. Otherwise, they 
can cause you all kinds of problems.” 

“I cashed in all my soums,” I said to her. “I have only a hundred U.S. 
dollars. Can you change them? The plane leaves in an hour.” 

“I’ll do my best,” she said, and hurried off. 
She was back in 15 minutes. I said my good-byes, and walked slowly 



thru customs, leaving a bouquet of brown and purple soums dangling from 
my inside jacket pocket. 

The customs inspector looked at the suitcases, then at the soums. 
“No soums. Only dollars.” he said. 

Departure in 30 minutes. I hurried back, hoping to find Natasha. 
Fortunately, they were still there, waiting. “They only take dollars,” I 
gritted thru my teeth. 

“I’ll do what I can,” and was off. 
She returned, with 20 minutes to departure. “Here.” 
I kissed her on the cheek, and walked back thru customs, with the 

dollars drooping from my inside coat pocket like a head of wilting lettuce. 
“Anything to declare?” the officer asked. 
“No, I said.” I took out my passport, folding the money inside it, 

and handed it to him. 
“Next,” he said. And that was that. But then, everyone has their 

strange native customs.  
 

CARPETS 

To Westerners, the oriental carpet conjures up a world of unending fantasies: 
a world of mystery and intrigue, romance and adventure—and all things 
unknown. In Islam, it further acquires a spiritual quality, with its use as a 
prayer rug. Since Islam prohibits the use of human or animal figures in 
religious art, the artist-devotee needs to adopt the language of geometry—of 
lines and shapes; especially in his exploration of the Infinite. 

Things of nature are stylized—given quotidian form. Geometric designs 
combine with arabesques. The sun is geometrized into a star. Vegetation—vines 
and the sweep of the palm tree—become curving lines, the ox-bows of rivers, 
that converge as polygons, transmuted in a near infinite variety of starlike 
patterns forever appearing and dissolving. 

 
Its colors are drawn from all engendered things: blues from the 

fermentings of indigo leaves. Reds from madder root or lac or the crushed 
and roasted bodies of insects. Yellows from weld or vine leaves, pomegranate 
rind or millet. Brown from walnut husks or oak bark. The orange of henna. 
And blacks from tannins or iron. 

These speculations call to us from the illumination of manuscripts and 
the weave of carpets—where we can feel the ceaseless flow of lines—that 
intersect and disappear into each other—roads that travel to the distant 
corners of the earth…but eventually…converge; leading to that Secret Place 
we all hunger for. 

 
 

 



THE SHOES OF THE HAJJI 

As you can imagine, carpets have been infused with all kinds of magical 
properties. So the story is told of a thieving jinn named Bagala, that would 
steal the shoes of hajjis, who, returning from their pilgrimage to Mecca, would 
leave their footwear on the roof of their houses, in gratitude for Allah's for 
safe passage.  
 
Thus a righteous merchant might ascend to the roof of his home and find his 
cherished sandals...gone! As more and more of these disappearances came to light, 
people surmised some evil was afoot. And so a deputation of hajjis approached the 
pious Insari al-Din, with their complaints. 

“Shoes that have made the pilgrimage and trod the holy ground—are 
themselves sanctified. There is no other explanation than they have been carried 
off by some malevolent spirit.” The pious Sheikh thought long on the problem, 
and the next day, called upon a wealthy merchant by the name of Karmesh, 
who had but lately returned from the journey. 

The merchant listened indignantly, and turning to Insari al-Din, 
exclaimed: “How may we put an end to such impiety?” 

Whereupon the Sheikh explained: “I have brought with me a special 
carpet. No, not one that flies. But one that keeps you from flying. This you 
should unfold on your roof. And place upon it your sacred sandals. When his 
mephitic spirit descends to claim them, the carpet will enfold him...for all times. 
Or until King Solomon returns, to free all the jinn from their bottles.” 

 
And so it happened in this very way. And they say that to this day, 

the carpet quivers whenever it is trod upon by a hajji whose sandals have 
accompanied him on the pilgrimage. 

 
A PLACE CALLED HOME 

River take me with you, in your serpentine meanderings. In your wonderings 
and wanderings and unrequited panderings. Carry me past fields of grain and 
faces without pain. Carry me past skeletons of houses and shreds of blouses left 
by people who once wore them, and are now no more. Carry me along, without 
a body, on your endless journey. Encircling the moon, you leave me dancing to a 
piper's tune. 

Lead me through the mists of morning and the hollows of the earth. Show me 
things of worth. Show me palaces and temples that once adorned your shore 
and are no more. Show me chocolate children with eyes like diamonds,



dancing through a thousand lost tomorrows. Show me what a leper borrows, to 
fill his begging bowl. Show me what he needs to make him whole. 

Show me forests, with vines and shapes and shadows such as men have never seen. 
Show me things obscene and ever green. Show me all the things you'd do, all the 
places you would roam. But after all your wanderings, show me how to find a 
place…called home. 

 
 


